AI SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT (SDK)

BREAKTHROUGH
AI PERFORMANCE
The Kinara AI Software Development Kit
(SDK) seamlessly ports trained AI models
onto Ara-1 silicon and modules. Kinara’s
“Software First Approach” emphasizes the
SDK’s ability to quickly adapt to changes in
neural network architectures, frameworks,
and operators. The Kinara SDK provides
insights into the user’s AI models to support
even greater optimization - delivering the
best performance, accuracy, and power
efficiency.
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EASILY DEPLOY AI
AT THE EDGE
Optimized AI at the Edge
The Kinara SDK includes software tools for model conversion, quantization, compilation, simulation, and deployment. The SDK
accommodates models built on all popular frameworks and includes an uncompromised model zoo with over 100 models.
World-Class Compiler Optimized for Ara-1 Resources
The Kinara compiler is purpose-built for every element of Ara-1 processor compute resources, including power, performance,
and memory bandwidth. The tool runs through thousands of different schedules for the deep learning model presented to it
and picks the best approach to generate an optimized runtime.
Quantizer Preserves Model Accuracy
The SDK’s quantizer converts trained models to 8-bit, 16-bit, or a hybrid integer representation. The quantizer can automatically select which layers to represent in 8-bit or 16-bit based on the need for accuracy or model size.
Host Communication and Runtime
The SDK includes Linux (x86/Arm) and Windows (x86) drivers that support communication between the host and Ara-1 processor. Kinara’s runtime API supports commands for model loading, inference execution, passing model inputs, receiving
inference data, and a set of functions to manage the devices.
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SPECIFICATIONS
AI Model Frameworks Supported

TensorFlow, PyTorch, MxNet, ONNX, Caffe

Models Supported (Partial List)

DeepLab, DenseNet, EfficientDet, EfficientNet, FaceNet, Inception, Mobile
FaceNet, MobileNet, MobileNet SSD, NASNet, SparseNet, TFPose, U-Net,
VGG, Yolo, Yolo Tiny

Quantization

8-bit integer, 16-bit integer, hybrid

Simulator Features

Performance, power, accuracy profiling

Operating System Support (Compiler)

CentOS, Ubuntu

Operating System Support (Runtime)

Linux, Android, Windows

Specifications subject to change without notice. Kinara and the Kinara logo are trademarks of Kinara, Inc., in the United
States and other countries. (c) 2022 Kinara, Inc.
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Kinara delivers unrivaled edge AI solutions to accelerate and optimize real-time decision making. Our AI accelerators power smart edge
devices and gateways that demand responsive AI computing at high energy efficiency. The Kinara AI team, based in Silicon Valley as well
as Hyderabad, India, includes Silicon Valley innovators, technology experts from Stanford University, and a world-class hardware and software
development group. The company derives its name from the Hindi word for ‘edge’ and reflects the commitment we make to our customers
to build extremely innovative edge devices for retail, smart cities, industry 4.0, and automotive.
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